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Abstract

Aim Several health problems have been reported to be triggered or facilitated by prolonged mask usage during the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. While wearing a face mask, people tend to push their jaws forward and downward in a repetitive manner to hold their masks in the right position; these jaw motions may induce temporomandibular joint disorder (TMD). In this study, we aimed to investigate these repetitive jaw movements while wearing face masks and their effects on TMD.

Patients and Methods Patients who applied with TMD signs between June 2020 and May 2021 were evaluated prospectively. A survey using a questionnaire was conducted to define patients with TMD that caused only by mask-related repetitive jaw movements. Demographic data (age and gender), mean duration of daily mask usage, mask type, and magnetic resonance imaging results were recorded.

Results Prolonged daily mask usage (>8 hours/day) was significantly higher in patients with mask-related habits (group a) with a rate of 40.4% (p ≈ 0.001). Also, in this group, the disc displacement with reduction rate (54.6%) was higher compared with other groups (p ≈ 0.010). On the contrary, patients with no underlying risk factor (group c) showed an unexpected high osteoarthritis rate (p ≈ 0.029).

Conclusions In this study, we demonstrate that correcting the position of a face mask by repetitive jaw movements can increase the occurrence of TMD. Informing individuals wearing face masks about the risk of TMD and the importance of choosing the appropriate mask size according to the face shape are important issues to be addressed in the near future.
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Introduction

Although 40 to 70% of people have at least one of the temporomandibular joint disorder (TMD) symptoms, only one in four is aware and seeks treatment for this unfavorable condition.¹,² The etiology and pathogenesis of TMD are not fully understood, and the management of these disorders is still a matter of discussion.³ Although occlusal problems have been considered to be the main underlying mechanism of TMD for years, recent investigations have demonstrated the etiology to be multifactorial rather than mere occlusal.⁴,⁵ The fundamental principles of TMD management focus on...
the triggering or initiating factors that induce these disorders. Previous studies have emphasized the association between lifestyle habits like chewing gum, nail biting, and clenching teeth with TMD.

Wearing a face mask is one of the several strict precautions that have been globally applied since the beginning of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. Although it was rescinded in some countries, it is still mandatory in others like Turkey. Children under the age of 2 years, patients with breathing difficulties or disabilities were exempted from wearing face masks. Among various mask types, the surgical mask is the best to prevent droplet transmission of COVID-19. Regardless of types, a mask should cover both nose, mouth, and chin properly.

Several adverse effects have been reported due to prolonged face mask usage with dermatological conditions being the majority. The association between prolonged face mask usage and other adverse effects like anxiety, epilepsy, and ocular problems is still debatable. Depending on several factors like the dimensions of the face, the mask elasticity, and binding strength, face masks tend to go close or even over the lower eyelid during the daily usage. Such a position makes people feel uncomfortable; to correct it they push their jaws maximum forward (mandible protrusion) and then maximum downward (mandible rotation) to gain the desired position (Fig. 1). We believe that these repetitive jaw motions can induce temporomandibular joint (TMJ) dysfunction. Herein, we investigate the association of repetitive jaw movements while wearing a face mask with TMD.

Patients and Methods

This prospective study included the patients who applied to our plastic surgery clinic with TMD complaints (pain, articular noises, stiffness, joint lock, and joint tension) between June 2020 and May 2021. The patients with ongoing complaints before COVID-19, history of oro-dental surgical procedure, and comorbid diseases were excluded from the study (Fig. 2).

Patients included in the study were subjected to a brief survey questionnaire on mask usage behaviors and lifestyle habits (Fig. 3). The questionnaire consisted of two parts with nine questions regarding mask usage and lifestyle habits. The section of parafunctional habits was prepared according to the screening questionnaire recommended by the American Academy of Orofacial Pain. We used this questionnaire—which is usually used to determine the risky individuals with TMD—to separate the patients into three groups: group a included the patients who only had mask-related repetitive movements as a risk factor, group b included the patients who also had lifestyle/parafunctional habits, and group c consisted of patients who did not have any known risk factor (Fig. 2).

Demographic data (age and gender), mean duration of daily mask usage, and mask type were recorded. The patients using more than one type of masks were not included to get accurate standardization. To evaluate the effects of mask-related repetitive jaw motions on TMJ, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed and evaluated by two different radiologists on the basis of blinded interpretations. Ethics committee approval was obtained. Both verbal and written informed consents were provided by patients in accordance with the principles of Helsinki Declaration.

Data were analyzed by SPSS statistical software version 24.0, and quantitative variables were presented as mean ± standard deviation. Chi-square test was applied. p ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

A total of 148 patients who presented with TMD were subjected to screening procedure; 42 of them were excluded as they had comorbid diseases, ongoing complaints for more than 1 year (before the COVID-19 pandemic), or a history of oro-dental surgery (Fig. 2). The remaining 106 patients participated in the survey questionnaire. Mask-related repetitive jaw motions without any lifestyle/parafunctional habits were detected in 39 patients which constituted our study group (group a). Fifty-five patients with lifestyle habits were included in group b, while 12 patients with no known underlying cause were included in group c.

The mean age of group a was 31 years, 74 ± 11.6, while it was 34 years, 20 ± 9.8 in group b, and 35 years, 67 ± 12.7 in group c. The male-to-female ratio in groups was 11:28, 4:7, and 2:1. Prolonged daily mask usage (≥8 hours/day) was 40.4% in group a compared with 15.3% in group c (p = 0.001). Low mask usage (<3 hours/day) was seen in 9.2% (lowest rate) of patients in group a (p = 0.028). In all groups,
moderate usage (3–8 hours/day) was most common. There was no significant difference between the groups in terms of mask type (► Table 1).

Pain was the main reported complaint in group a; however, the rates of stiffness and joint lock in this group were significantly lower than those of group b and c (► Table 2). The pain was found to be significantly low in the patients with no etiological factor (group c) (p < 0.001), while the other complaints were mostly encountered in this group.

Four basic radiological signs were observed in MRI (► Fig. 4). Abnormal morphologic features in TMJ disk were the main findings in all groups. Thickening of the lateral pterygoid muscle attachment was the most frequently encountered finding among the internal derangement pathologies. Disk displacement with reduction (DDWR) was significantly higher in patients with mask-related repetitive jaw movements (p = 0.010) (► Table 3). There was no posterior disk displacement in any of the MRI. Osteoarthritis was detected in 8.9 and 32.3% of patients in group a and group c, respectively.

**Discussion**

The etiology of TMD is multifactorial including initiating factors (trauma, parafunctional habits, etc.), predisposing factors (genetic, structural, and psychological determinants), and perpetuating factors (metabolic, muscle stress, etc.). Biological factors represent the systemic influence of muscular and articular structures on TMD, while the psychosocial dimension investigates the effects of the psychological and environmental determinants on masticatory behaviors. Finally, the structural dimension carries out the local somatic components of the musculoskeletal system related to TMJ and occlusion. As a result of this study, we believe that mask-

---

**Fig. 2** Design of the study and patient screening. TMJ, temporomandibular joint.
This is a questionnaire to know about your mask usage behaviours and lifestyle habits, and to determine the underlying mechanism of your temporomandibular joint disorder. Please feel free to give your honest response for the questions stated below. Your identity and responses will be kept confidential and will be used with your consent for research purpose only.

Age _____; Gender_____

a) Mask usage behavior:

1. Do you need to tense or push your jaw down forward to hold your mask on?
   Yes___ No_____

2. Is it obligatory to wear a mask at work? Yes___ No_____

3. How many hours a day do you wear a mask? ≤3___, 3-8___, 8≤____

4. Which type of mask do you usually prefer?
   Cloth mask____ Surgical mask____ Respirator mask (FFP or N95 masks) _____

b) Lifestyle habits:

1. Do you clench your teeth during the day? Yes___ No_____

2. Do you grind your teeth at night? (Ask someone) Yes___ No_____

3. Does chewing gum start up your symptoms? Yes___ No_____

4. Do you have a habit of nail biting? Yes___ No_____

5. Do you have a habit of lip biting? Yes___ No_____

Fig. 3 Patient screening questionnaire applied in the study.
while face shapes of the patients are unique. Patients try to hold their masks in the appropriate position by repetitive jaw movements as the masks are either loose or tight. Moreover, to obtain this position, patients use their maximum capacity of mandible protrusion and rotation at every turn. Maximum protrusion of the mandible has been shown to activate mechanical nociceptors,\(^2^7\) and this explains for high rates of pain in group a patients. For the other symptoms (articular noises and joint tension) which were not statistically different between groups, we consider this as a significant sign since the lifestyle habits like chewing gum and clenching teeth (group b) had already been shown to be associated with TMD,\(^6\)–\(^9\) which means that fixing the position of a face mask using the jaw is at least associated with TMD as much as these lifestyle habits are.

It is also important to mention that some patients do not prefer to fix their masks manually to avoid infection spread, while others are not able to use their hands at work. There was a significant association between the duration of mask usage and repetitive jaw movements in group a (\(\text{Fig. 5}\)); thus, prolonged mask usage can induce TMD in patients who tend to fix their masks by using their jaws.

In accordance with previous studies, most of the patients in our study were females.\(^2^8,2^9\) Although both males and females are affected by TMD in the same proportion, the ratio of females to males with severe TMD signs is 8:1.\(^2^8\) This is related to biological, anatomical, or hormonal factors acting alone or in combination in females.\(^3^0,3^1\) Additionally, in a study by Bagis et al, females with TMD showed a higher antidepressant usage rate compared with male patients.\(^3^2\)

The most common radiological finding of TMD is internal derangement due to abnormal relationship between TMJ disk and condyle. Precise localization of the articular disk is crucial for the diagnosis of internal derangement in TMD and can be easily detected by MRI. Previous studies demonstrated anterior disk displacement in 30 to 34% of asymptomatic volunteers,
while normal disk position was reported in 13 to 23% of symptomatic patients.\textsuperscript{33,34} In our study, four radiological signs were detected including abnormal morphologic features of the disk, disk displacement in closed-mouth position, disk displacement with/without reduction in open-mouth position, and osteoarthritic changes (\textit{\textbf{Table 3}}). Changes in the morphologic features of TMJ disk were the main finding in all groups. Disk flattening, irregular, and rounded morphologic features are diagnostic for TMD.\textsuperscript{35} In early stages, disk maintains its normal shape despite stress. However, displaced disk results in the thickening of posterior band and reduction in the mass of anterior band over time.\textsuperscript{35}

To investigate the effect of jaw movements on TMJ, patients with TMD signs in the recent year were only included in our study; thus, early morphologic changes...
were the most common pathology detected in MRI. Group a had a significantly higher rate of DDWR. This can be explained by the fact that patients use their maximum capacity of mouth opening at every turn to hold their mask in the right position, which leads to joint instability as reported previously by Maruyama et al.36 Surprisingly, osteoarthritis was significantly higher in patients with no underlying risk factor (group c) though the complaints of TMD were encountered in the recent year. Systemic disorders such as autoimmune diseases can cause joint problems and further examinations and interventions should be considered in this population.37,38

The lack of standardized mask sizes is one of the main limitations of our study. Several types of masks with variable strength, elasticity, covering capacity, etc., are produced by different companies; homogeneous sampling in terms of producing company did not seem probable. Moreover, three major types of the mask were specified in the study; however, there are also several subgroups for each of these types, for example, surgical masks can be used either by hanging off its' elastic strings behind the ears or by tying its' Example, surgical masks can be used either by hanging off its' elastic strings behind the ears or by tying its' ropes around the head. The short term of our study is another limitation. Our preliminary study demonstrates the unfavorable effects of mask-related repetitive jaw movements on TMJ; thus, further studies are required to address long-term results and radiological findings. Additionally, duration and obligation of wearing masks were the parameters assessed in this study, while occupation-based studies will also be worthwhile.

Conclusions

In addition to the rarely reported face mask-related health problems, this study revealed the correlation between mask-related repetitive jaw movements and TMD. Patients with prolonged daily mask usage (>8 hours/day) are under a higher risk of TMD. Creating awareness in the population about this habit and the importance of choosing the appropriate mask is an important issue and should be taken into consideration while encouraging people to wear their masks. In accordance with the literature, female patients are more prone to mask-related TMD than male patients. As a result of this study, we recommend that mask-related habits should be among routinely questioned lifestyle habits, especially in patients applying with TMD complaints during pandemics.
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